Kevin Senant

Texts

Kevin Senant’s work functions mostly on a fictional confrontation of a double
source of information, images or texts. Questioning the links between different
technologies, the concomitant effects of fiction and loss that inherently
contaminate them. His production bases itself on the behavior of users of new
social networks.
He creates devices that invite viewers (often also actors) to question the
relationships they generate as users through the use of photography, video,
performance, installation. He is particularly interested in the continual movement
of shared images, their trajectories, their meeting point with the spectator. It is
through the relation of the said spectator with the world (and it being filmed) that
the ideological or physical position of the viewer becomes the central element
of Kevin Senant’s work.
Christian Gattinoni

Kevin Senant offers a work that sublimates the general notion of "found footage".
If he frequently takes sequences from the canvas / canvases, these known
images whose sources are always scrupulously quoted, always appear
astonishingly flexible and open in terms of their signification.
His constructions through superimposed layers constitute a depth by the
layering of shots, yet not spatialy, as to better push the viewer to its relation to
the flat surface of the screen. The screen that takes on a new dimension when
it is restructured in space as an installation. These accumulated sequences are
the support of a variety of questions specific to Senant’s work. They allow the
stratification of texts written by the artist or even quotes, stolen or manufactured
images, intertwined or assembled together. Reflections with multiple entries :
the relationship between the individual’s particular experience and the group’s
memory facing a world exuberant with moving images is precisely scrutinised.
In other words, how everyone’s story becomes the prism of all type of readings,
and yet creates an area where communication is often possible, where
ideas circulate. The spectators we are hence rethink these isolated images,
experience this game of fascination and skepticism, through a passionate and
strange relationship that they never fail to spark, in us as if in the eyes of another.
Dounia Beghdadi

Irritation, Video Diptych, Festival Ibaff, Murcia, 2016
Blackboard, Video installation, Jeune Création 64th edition, Centquatre, Paris, 2013.
There is no way back, Video installation, Wrong Parraleles, at the Galerie Jeune Création, Paris January

Ongoing Projects

BYSTANDERS
Project in collaboration with Thomas Lasbouygues
Video installation, 2020 - Project in progress.
6 Video projectors, 4 speakers.
15 min

This film tells the story of a character’s drift, stuck in a video-monitored labyrinth.
All the images that constitute this story come from surveillance camera feeds
«recovered» from the public space.
The fiction of this main character will be written from situations generated by
the real contexts of the cameras’ field. Other secondary characters will appear in a more punctual manner, creating doubt between the scenes, scripted or not.

Above, excerpts from the different cameras planned for this project.

Elissa Sursara’s Case
Investigation / Performance / Video Installation, 2013 - 2019
Project in collaboration with Oriane Amghar

Link to our Travel Blog

Since 2013, Kevin Senant and Oriane Amghar have been conducting an online investigation into a mysterious female figure.
Elissa Sursara, who was discovered through a procrastinatory drift on the
web, is considered one of the most faked identity person in the world on the
internet in the last ten years. Like the butterfly effect, this «disruption» has
led to many other misunderstandings, mistakes, and intoxications that go
beyond her unique person.
Like two «Saint Thomas» and in a kind of desperate movement, Oriane and
I decided to go all the way to Australia to seek the truth and restore her integrity.

Above: Conference - Performance at Côté court Festival, on our return from Australia, 2016
Below: Patchwork of information found on the Internet about Elissa Sursara.

Completed projects

L’ Apprenti sorcier
Video-performance, 2019.
video projector, Lcd screen, 2 laptops, speakers, transparent table, internet connection.
27min
Vimeo link: video of the entire performance

L’apprenti sorcier is a video performance that is activated from distance. The
performer does not need to be in the performative space. Only a screen connected to a video projector faces the audience.
During this performance, we follow, in a subjective manner, the travels of an
amateur magician on his computer.
The action crystallizes around an attempt, explained, dreamed, and interpreted, of the "Vanishing Trick", a magic trick of making someone disappear from
a physical space.

Video capture of the performance L’apprenti-sorcier, for Sabir La Nuit #2, SB34 - the pool, Brussels

The audience takes its place in the projection space while I am already active on the screen.
My Facebook account is open and people from the public knowing me, some partners and others independent, post messages to me on messenger, probably to understand if the projection on my computer
screen is live.

Gilles Well, my avatar, is texting me on Facebook. We read our exchange that preceded the beginning of
the performance, and we learn that our discussion will begin in 2014.

I’m starting to wander on a website that works like a bank of sounds shared for free by Internet users. I
launch several sounds as the performance progresses, creating the soundtrack of the performance.

On its facebook page, there is a link to a Youtube video “Turning a broom into a crutch”.
I launch this video in full screen and on the second screen, I click on my mailbox and then on a reply notification from the Doctissimo site on which I had written a magician’s dream.

NouWe read the exchanges on the forum, while I make adjustments to the soundtrack that comes from the
website that mixes with the voice of the Youtube video. We can see on it, in close-up, hands performing a
magic trick on a carpet, gradually revealing a video mirroring what we see on the second screen.

In one of the messages sent to me by a member of the Doctissimo community, I find a warning about the
consequences of misinterpreting dreams, followed by a link. I decide to click on...

At the end of the reading, I announce to Gilles Well that he can come back among us.
But it turns out that he’s stuck in the internet. Thus, I go looking for him, going through the different websites
I went through to perform my magic trick, in order to find the place where I made a mistake.

This link takes me to google street view, near the Montparnasse train station. Gilles Well gives me indications of his location. I end up finding him, in the middle of the road, alone, in 2009.

There is no way back, view of the exhibition Variations on Raw, La quinciaillerie des temps modernes, Brussels, January 2018

There is no way back
Video installation, 2017.
Video projector, laptop computer, metal service, sheet of flexible and transparent pvc, amplified speakers.
18m19s loop.
Vimeo link: Filmed in full, Brussels, January 2018
Vimeo link: Excerpt filmed at the Galerie Jeune création, Paris, January 2017

We are in 2016. We are in 2080. We are in 1418. We are in 3945. We are in
5645.A road rushes ahead of us with its words, its obscure symbols. A conversation about happiness, rugged and discursive holds this beautiful breakaway
in a setting of aurora borealis together.
A scrolling text. Leave. Leave whatever the cost. Leave behind, words, ideas.
And this voice that speaks to you, that speaks to me, that speaks to them. A
ghostly presence searches for and tests sounds. The process creates a story
where characters evoked by quotes appear and then fade away. A PVC sheet
covers a sound sheet. Plunged into darkness, in the closed space of a hacker
or a dark geek, we play with this invisible character, embarked on a space adventure, just behind the bluish screen of our computer, in virtual’s own mass.

Text by Théo Mario Coppola

View of the exhibition Wrong Parraleles, at the Galerie Jeune Création, Paris January 2017.

2_BYSTANDERS_CHATTING_THROUGH_VENETIAN_BLINDS_BY_NIGHT_VOSTFR, XL51, Brussels, 2017.

2_BYSTANDERS_CHATTING_THROUGH_VENETIAN_BLINDS_BY_NIGHT_VOSTFR
Video installation, 2017.
Video projector, laptop, bubble wrap, flexible and transparent pvc roll web
19m32s loop
Vimeo Link: Installation View

"-Where do you live?
-New York.
-I live in Brussels
-ha.
-I’m about to move... I don’t know where, for now.
-Honestly? This is what you want to talk about?
-No, I’m sorry, I admit it’s a bit boring.
-You just have to invent something
-Like what?
-I don’t know... you can lie... what’s your name?
-Valerie
-haha you’re lying? :D
-Maybe :)
-Are you a girl?
-You know I might be lying again?
-I don’t care.. go for it.
I’ve been lying since the beginning.
-Seriously?
That’s not cool.
-Life is not cool, you know.
-Well. How old are you?
-32
-Okay, I don’t believe you, but that’s fine
-That’s the game..."

Opposite, extract of the dialogue played in this installation by the two projections.

Above and on the previous page, view of the installation, at XL51, Brussels 2017.

Irritation
Diptych Video dv, 2015.
Les Inrocks Lab Video Creation Prize, 2015
16min 37s
Vimeo : Integral video Irritation

This video takes the form of a fictional narrative:
the story of a double separation felt as a vanishing. Between a mother and a
son as much as between an image and its author, the memory of an image
gradually fading from the memory of its author merging with a commentary on
the life of the image by herself.
From its birth in the world of circulating images, to its awareness and its last
attempt at emancipation, we follow through several avatars, the wanderings of
this image in a limbic space of collectively shared images.

Above, several captures chosen at different moments of the video.

Screenshot of the video Irritation, 2015.

Finalement,, video installation, seen in the exhibition DP2F at Galerie Jeune Création, 2016.

Finalement
Installation, 2016.
Video projection on screws.
As part of the group exhibition DP2F, curated by Julien Saudubray and Steve Bauras.
Vimeo Link: Installation View

A sentence written on the wall with screws:
“I take fright in thinking that life resumes itself to losing, little by little, the sense
of realities”.
The video captures a moment of doubt for the author of this written sentence.
This one moves the adverb “little by little” and the verb “resumes” to several
places in the sentence, reflecting the hesitation of its author to formulate this
intimate thought in a definitive way.

Views of the exibition DP2F at the Galerie Jeune Création, September 2016.

D’après une idée originale
Matrix printing on paper listing, Since 2015.
Transcript of online discussions

A same start to a discussion is offered to strangers on an anonymous and
random meeting website:
“YOU explains being stuck on the writing of a film scene and asks explicitly help
to the STRANGERS.”
The ambiguity of the proposal made to them - as much due to the anonymity
as the incongruity of the request, transforms each new discussion into a potential scenario, written through two keyboards.

Above, Exhibition view, inspiration - transpiration, Maison des Arts de Créteil
Opposite, Excerpt from the scenario: The strange Alex.

I can’t Talk... On the Top!
Performance, 2015
Computer, internet connection, audience phone numbers, 20 min.
Link to Doctissimo: Fragment of the performance on the Doctissimo site
Vimeo Link : Trace of the performance at Mains D’œuvre

I start the performance a few days before its showing date. The problem I have
at this moment, and which I consider insurmountable, is the following:
I don’t feel myself able to speak in public while I am invited to give a lecture.
I decide therefore to prepare my arguments, to self-propose solutions to my
“handicap” on the doctissimo forum.
In the meantime, I decide to divide my lecture in three parts. To give the illusion of an organised plan, in fact. This division will be sent to the public’s mobile phones, of which I have taken the numbers in advance. The reception of
grouped messages will be the echo necessary to develop my self-belief…

Above, view of the performance at the CHC - Le Sommet à Mains d’oeuvres event, 2015.

Above, excerpt from the doctissimo site, on which the performance took place, in part.

View of the video installation, Rrrailing, Stuttering at night, Greylight Project, 2018

Stuttering at night
Exposition Collective, Greylight Project, 2018.
Video projector, laptop computer, children’s play mat, projection screens, sheet in flexible and transparent
PVC roller
boucle de 19m32s.
Vimeo link: View of the Ssscreening installation
Vimeo link : View of the Rrrailing installation

Forgetting, little by little, that there was a 1 followed by a two.
The idea was to erase its origin, this other bank, from a long time ago.
I did not want to be the next one. Nor the last to dive.
We simply did not know what was coming : The same image repeating itself, progressing in a
long slow motion tracking shot.
“I had simply never thought about it,” we seemed to accept.
The cloudy funnel crashed on flat water. A silent announcement.
The group’s reaction allowed me to understand its echo. A mechanical sound, whose beats
were too regular for me to keep ignoring their origin.
Eyes open, lying on my back, I repeated as if to be sure:
“Initially, a slight rubbing of the toe under the sheet.
Initially, a two, followed by a 1 “.
At last night took me over.

On top, text from the Corpus Stuttering at Night written by the 5 artists of the exhibition.

View of the video installation, Ssscreening, Stuttering at night, Greylight Project, 2018.

View of the exhibition DP2F at the Galerie Jeune Création, September 2016.

Fiction#01

Fiction#02

Installation, 2016.
35x200x15cm
Darts, LED String, lenticular images.
As part of the group exhibition DP2F, curated by Julien Saudubray and Steve Bauras.

Installation, 2017.
210x40x80cm
Darts, LED lights, lenticular images.

View of the DP2F exhibition at the Galerie Jeune Création, September 2016.

View of the exhibition Le Dispensaire, at ISELP, Brussels, June 2017.

Blackboard
Video installation, 2013.
Table, video projector, computer, glass plate, Plexiglas.
4min 14s
Vimeo Link : video Blackboard
Vimeo Link: Installation View

A feminine voice enumerates the colors and objects of a landscape and
synchronizes in turn with the viewer’s point of view (in a 360-degree tracking
shot), and that of the character / actress of the film «2 or 3 things I know of her»
by Jean-luc Godard. Gradually, the voice seems to take its autonomy, at least
a slight estrangement with the filmic space and ends up introducing itself in a
second space, where previously mentioned elements are filmed by a zooming
and dezooming camera so as to give the impression it is itself directing this
voice.

Overview at the Jeune Création exhibition, Centquatre, Paris, 2013.

Overview at the Jeune Création exhibition, Centquatre, Paris, 2013.

Spectral Reanimation
Video-sound installation, 2013.
Table, chair, video projector, computer, stepladder, neon.
17min 34s in a loop.
Vimeo link : Installation View

An obsolete computer becomes the support of projection of a video. A
sequence shot featuring the computer desk of an individual who, with the
help of youtube tutorials, learns to model in 3D the physical space hosting
the «Spectral Reanimation» installation as well as these elements (chair, desk,
stepladder, bin, light).
The sound of the keyboard from the video activates the abandoned of the
space a second time, while the sound coming from the ceiling reminds the
virtual and spectral presence of the apprentice.

Above, details of the installation, Spectral Reanimation Espace Lumière, Hénin-Beaumont, 2013.

Spectral Reanimation, Video installation, Henin-Beaumont, 2013.

The user is missing
Performance, 2014.
Desk on wheels, two computers, USB speakers, internet connection.

Throughout the festival, I remote control a laptop placed on a mobile structure
that is movable by the audience, allowing them to influence the story I write
before their eyes. Live.
The viewer does not have access to the keyboard but can move my mobile office as he sees fit.
I use the computer’s webcam as a camera whilst the microphone of the computer allows the viewer to speak directly to me.
I answer them through writing, inserting our discussions as dialogues of a semifictional narrative, based on journalistic observations I accumulate, via this device, through my presence all along the Inact performance festival.
I wobble between the status of a reporter, a spectator re-incarnated as a computer, a temperamental child in front of a public / babysitter, allowing the intro-

Above, spectators moving the installation, Inact Festival, Strasbourg, 2014.

View of the installation, Le Commissaire, at ISELP, Brussels, June 2017.

Le Commissaire
Installation/film in space 2017.
As part of the exhibition Le Dispensaire, proposition of the collective PEZCORP, Iselp, Brussels.
Vimeo Link: Excerpt #1 from Le Commissaire	 	 	 	 	
Vimeo Link: Interview JEU --> ENJEU	 
	 	 	 	  
Vimeo Link: Interview ENJEU --> JEU

The video installation “Le Commissaire” - created in the framework of the project “Le Dispensaire”, an exhibition of the Pezcorp collective at ISELP - is built
from a role play game, filmed and then rebroadcasted on the ruins of its location.
Before the game, the players, also actors and accomplices of the filming, were
invited to choose a character, avatar, reincarnation, etc. or simply a version of
themselves.
During the game chance determined roles for each player. These roles defined
hidden relationships between players, provoking situations of manipulation,
lies, intimidation, acting, misappropriations...
On the outside walls of the film set, two videos of interviews of the invited players are presented as a diptych.
The two videos relay the complex situation in which the guests are put in, stuck
between the objectives set by their hidden role in the game, and the objectives
they themselves have set through their choice of character participating in a film
that also involves them as artists.

Above, video capture of interviews
Above, View of the installation

asphalt
The pitch drop experiment is a long-term experiment which measures the flow of a piece of pitch
over many years. ‘Pitch’ is the name for any of a number of highly viscous liquids which appear
solid; most commonly bitumen. At room temperature, tar pitch flows at a very low rate, taking
several years to form a single drop.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitch_drop_experiment
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------When confronted to Kevin Senant’s work, one is put in relation to a spatio temporal absurdity of
various stories that bump against each other. One navigates between different sources ( films,
forum talks, pre-recorded sounds, youtube videos etc…) that pass as realities and that through
this artist’s gaze are questioned so as to tell us an intimate tale of the networks developed by the
internet.
How can one make images speak and succeed in making what’s in the heart of them sensible and
not only what they show factually ? This question is continuously crossed by what shows us KS.
In Hollywood Musicals, the “Gesmtkunstwerk” ambitions manifests itself in its own form and allows, through musical episodes, to develop visually the film characters’ unconscious. The filming
tools and setups are present, and quite clearly put on the forefront all along the films. It is moreover
quite common that a lot of musicals develop themselves by “ mises en abîme “ or at least through
contexts set up in Hollywood with actors playing characters that are themselves actors.
Whilst working with multiple visual sources, K Senant’s work is rooted in his sound manipulations.
He uses texts of films, sounds found on the internet to compose a significant source of sound that
dramatically tints his artistic performance. The passage from written text to sound and vice versa,
participates in a non linear narrative repeating codes of a daily internet stroll while materializing the
rhizome that is internet as well as its societal ramifications.
At the core of Jacques Demy’s filmography are 3 interconnected films : Lola, Les Parapluies de
Cherbourg and Model Shop. Lola, his first film tells the short encounter of Lola and Roland Cassard, then we find Roland in les Parapluies de Cherbourg, without Lola, who reappears later in Los
Angeles in Model Shop. Places answer each other with the use flashbacks, transitions from black
and white to color and encounters at key moments of their lives.
In Model Shop, we see Lola again but more importantly we meet George who is at a crossroads in
his life. He learns that he has to leave to fight in Vietnam and that he has no solution to avoid this
call-up. So we spend a last day with him and witness his loss and his quiet but desperate attempt
to cling at what life has that’s beautiful, tenderness, and unexpectedly love.
There is with Demy and Senant the setting up of elements that answer each other without knowing
that they are dialoguing. The collage of these various elements allows different ideas to associate
and transcend their original nature to transform our unconscious in images.
It can be said that this work exists between two parallels made tangent by the torsion caused by it.

“ Yeah, she made me very happy.
No I, I just wanted to tell her that i loved her.
I just wanted her to know that I was going to try and begin again.
You know what I mean ?
That I was… I just wanted her to know that I was going to try.
Yeah it sounds stupid, doesn’t it ?
But I can you know.
I personally can. Always try, you know ?
Yeah, always try… Yeah, always try.”
George Matthews in Model Shop, Jacques Demy.

These suspended moments pass through the work of Kevin Senant in a glaring manner. Through
reused elements, or half-free elements, he finds a textual way, but not only, to tell us stories.
To clarify, “telling stories” is neither lying nor reporting factual events. It is recontextualising and
decontextualising facts to create an empathic tension in one’s audience. He therefore mutes into
a storyteller.
In geometry, parallel lines are lines in a plane which do not meet; that is, two lines in a plane that
do not intersect or touch each other at any point are said to be parallel. https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Parallel_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_(geometry)
KS manages to put all his sources on hold since they can not really meet. And yet, the setting up
of meaning / questioning, either by capillarity or by a magnetic sense, intersect and allow us to
sublimate instants. This is not magic but a sensitive demonstration of a resistance to “the rea”l. A
reality permanently crossed by things that refute it (fake news, trolling, avatars ...).
Through his manipulation of found footage / youtube videos / internet wanderings, he tries to twist
these url forms into irl forms and pulls off the trick.
The various devices put in place work on quite recent material, maximum twenty years old, ie
prisms opened by the public use of the Internet. In these experiments K. S. lets us perceive the
tools that he uses exactly like a sculptor who does not try to hide in the way he attacks matter the
traces of his chisel or a painter who lets his stroke visible. And these attempts help sublimate his
subject. Sublimation in physics is the passage from the solid state to the gas phase without going
through the liquid phase.
We are not in the transmission of a story but in the demonstration that an a-narrative human emotional story is possible. That while working different established languages (oral, written, visual ...)
one can transcend them and re-establish a field not necessarily fixed but reassuring in its unstable
quality.
text by neither translated by neither
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